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Depth from defocus: 

Infer depth by analyzing 
local scale of defocus blur 

Out of focus 

In focus 

Challenges 

•! Hard to discriminate a smooth scene from defocus blur  

•! Hard to undo defocus blur  

Input Ringing with conventional 
deblurring algorithm 

Out of focus 
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Key contributions 

•! Exploit prior on natural images 

       - Improve deconvolution 

       - Improve depth discrimination  

•! Coded aperture (mask inside lens) 

       - make defocus patterns different from     
 natural images and easier to discriminate 
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Try deconvolving local input windows with different scaled filters: 

Somehow:  select best scale. 
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Challenges 

•! Hard to identify 
correct scale: 

•! Hard to deconvolve even  
when kernel is known  

Input Ringing with the traditional 
Richardson-Lucy deconvolution 

algorithm 
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•! Hard to deconvolve even  
when kernel is known  
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Deconvolution is ill posed 
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Solution 1: 

Solution 2: 

Idea 1: Natural images prior 

Image 

gradient 

put a penalty on gradients  

Natural images have sparse gradients 

Natural Unnatural 

What makes images special? 

Deconvolution with prior 
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Convolution error Derivatives prior 

High  

Low  
Equal convolution error 

Comparing deconvolution algorithms 

Input 

Richardson-Lucy 

(Non blind) deconvolution code available online: http://
groups.csail.mit.edu/graphics/CodedAperture/ 
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Try deconvolving local input windows with different scaled filters: 

Recall: Overview 

Challenge: smaller scale not so different than correct  

Somehow:  select best scale. 



Idea 2: Coded Aperture 

•! Mask (code) in aperture plane 

       - make defocus patterns different from     
 natural images and easier to discriminate 

Conventional  
aperture 
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Why coded? 

Conventional  Coded  

Coded aperture- reduce uncertainty in scale identification 
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Input  All-focused                    
(deconvolved)  

Original image All-focus image 

Close-up 

Naïve sharpening 

Comparison- conventional aperture result 

Ringing due to wrong scale estimation 

Comparison- coded aperture result 
Application: Digital refocusing from a single image 



Application: Digital refocusing from a single image Application: Digital refocusing from a single image 

Application: Digital refocusing from a single image Application: Digital refocusing from a single image 

Application: Digital refocusing from a single image 

Image AND depth at a single shot 

No loss of image resolution 

Simple modification to lens 

Depth is coarse 

But depth is a pure bonus 

Loss some light 

But deconvolution increases depth of field  

Coded aperture: pros and cons 

unable to get depth at untextured areas, 
might need manual corrections. 
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http://groups.csail.mit.edu/graphics/CodedAperture/ 

Deconvolution code available 


